
WRITE ARTICLES FOR YAHOO

The first thing you need to do with any guest post plan is figure out what you want to write. Yahoo News is no different.
While Yahoo News is a.

It might help you influence what sites are published, though, to help with step five. A single click on the title
and you will find out all of the specifics for the assignment including word count and deadline. This is a site
that focuses on the news and happenings around the world with a little humor. The site is not restricted to just
individual freelancers, as they are open to both companies and entrepreneurs. Getting Started with Yahoo
Getting started is easy and you may already have the login necessary. We're the magazine for freelance
writers. Beat Articles Do you have a particular interest in the news? Articles submitted to Yahoo Contributing
Network will appear on the site itself, open for the public to view and find through search engine results.
These articles can end up making you quite a bit of money over time. Editing There is of course an editing
process. The plus side of this site is that the content out from InfoBarrel generally receives good ranking with
various search engines, so that is an assurance of decent traffic if you write well. Subscribe and we'll send you
3 companies hiring right now. Do they share a personal story at the beginning? If you are just getting started,
this is a great site to get started with. The list goes on. Their style guide has essentially become the standard
for Internet writing. And it rewards you well! This is not a place where free-form writing is all the rage. There
are pros and cons to each type of interview. Naturally if your article is able to generate sustained interest, this
could be a nice way to build out your cash pile over time. Usually, that means catching the eye of an editor.
Test products for free and share your opinions! We send you companies hiring writers. Once you find the right
editor, send your pitch directly to them. Below is a list of Twitter accounts for people who currently work for
some aspect of Yahoo News. However, they can also work in the opposite way and people will just jot down
short answers and send them to you. Related Posts. While it is a great way to make money and assure I meet
my monthly goal, it is like pulling my eyelashes out trying to actually do the work! This is one of the best
Dashboard layouts that you will find on any site and it gives you complete access to your account from this
page. The 5 Ways to Make Money Unlike most writing sites, Yahoo offers writers 4 specific ways to make
money through their writing. In the beginning, it actually improved, ultimately giving us wider opportunities.
Is there a potential for more at Yahoo? Marquise Francis , social producer at Yahoo News. The site enjoys
huge patronage so it is entirely up to you to drive traffic to your hubs. Note: The sites listed below were part of
the original article, but they no longer work for the purpose of this article. For your blog, you can say you
wrote it. Yahoo does have a set of Guidelines you can read through, which lets you know the expectations of
length and how to use an effective title and such. You earn money through Amazon affiliate links, Adsense
ads, etc. TextBroker This is yet another fabulous site make money off writing. As long as there is no problem
it will be published. You can write and submit immediately. Try Swagbucks, the famous rewards program that
pays you for watching videos, taking surveys, shopping and more.


